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Challenge for June
Turn a BOWL

Looking Back to April & May
April has us back for a joint project hosted by Dennis Ivans in
his shop fabricating Longworth Chucks. Dennis says 13
different members participated. Efforts of this type are always
welcome. His next project is the Multi Hole Chisel Rack. More
on this after the symposium.
Speaking of the symposium, that will convene in Phoenix
June 13, 14 & 15th. As of the last count about 9 or 10 CCW
members will be attending and leaves us with plenty of
members to hold our regular meeting.
Many thanks go to Bill Kandler for hosting the Ray Key
demonstration. Ray brings a different style of turning
compared to that of David Ellsworth, Ray prefers smaller
project s with dry wood than the big wet woods of David. Both
most informative and entertaining.
Nothing yet scheduled for the rest of 2014, but we are working
on it.
A Saturday workshop for those who participated in the
fabricating of the Elbo tool. This will be in George Paes' shop
on Saturday May 24th starting about 9:00 AM. Planned for
that session will be several chunks of wood to try bowl
hollowing and possibly 2 for hollow form turning with a small
opening. This will be a good time to see, watch and do some
work with the tool.
CCW will convey its desire to host Ashley Harwood at some
time in the future. More on this when available
Welcome Newbies Katrina Ostby and Jim Clark look forward to
your participation.

Announcements Continued
Will Arculerius, a former member of CCW now living in Utah, has sent to CCW a very
interesting package containg special designed tooling. As most agreed it is a updated
ring cutting set up.
It conrains a Cutting tool holder that can be set up for multiple angles for cutting, it takes
it to cuts can be made from both sides of the workpiece so as not to chip out any of the
wood. Along with the tools also included was a DVD showin in detail the neccessary
cutting, glueing and assembly. Several copies were made and distributed with the plea
that after it has been viewed no matter how many times that the DVD be given to
another turner that might live close by for again viewing and again passed on to another
turner.
Anyone who attempts to go thru the procedure is welcome to borrow the tooling and
show us his results, good or bad.
All this action was precipitated by a photo on the cover of Packard Machinery Catalog
and of a piece displayed at the symposium in San Jose.
I have tried to Contact Will, regading tools, are they for sale or loan,but no answer.
Also mentioned at the last meeting is that Avocado wood is availabe by going to Halcyon
area of Arroyo Grande, to try to put direction in print would be dificult, interested call
George Paes for directions. Be aware this wood pile will yield turning blanks as well as
fire wood, only request is not to leave the pile in a messy way.
Looking ahead, as of now we have 9 turned pieces from the demos of David Ellsworth
and Ray Key that will go into the spouse drawing at next years holiday luncheon.
And just received a box of wood blanks that will go to the this years picnic Boce Ball
winners. Suggestio Better start making a ball, 3 to 4 inches in dimension , one for you
and one for your spouse. Not a bad idea to have a backup or two.
Be reminded that turned articles for sale are being accepted at the GOLDEN HILLS
HOME & GARDEN CENTER located at2111 Golden Hill Road in Paso Robles. This is
an opportunity to earn some extra dollars. If you go, be sure to have a duplicate list of
your merchandise . The contact there is Elizabeth Cardiel or Sarah. Its been a long time
to have a commission rate such as this, 20%, very interesting

Challenge for May was to turn a weed pot

Don Barr with Cherry Weed Pot

Larry Truesdale with one of 3 in Butternut

Bill Winchell with Mulberry

Will Hanneman with Ironwood

John Long with FOG wood

Rick Haseman with ring cut bowl w/ inserts

Katrina Ostby with Mahogany

Bill Kandler with 2 layers 550+

Pieces

Dennis Ivans w/36 hole chisel rack
Avocado Bowls

Blaine Harris with matched

Ernie Miller w/ African Blackwood Urn

George Paes w/ reshaped hollow form

Doug Brown w/ large Oak Hollow form

Dan Ross with 2nd version of euro mill

